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ABSTRACT 

 

Former „Ratnakar Dacoit ‟(Robber)  discovered that, nobody in his family, even his better 

half is ready to share the “SIN” he has gathered by doing dacoity and killing men.  It gave 

him a tremendous „shock‟ to switch on his “Chaitanya” (discovery and realization of reality) 

and transformed himself to “RISHI BALMIKI”.  His „touch stone‟ was activated … by his 

family member. 

 

Introduction 

 

Former „Ratnakar Dacoit ‟(Robber)  discovered that, nobody in his family, even his better 

half is ready to share the “SIN” he has gathered by doing dacoity and killing men.  It gave 

him a tremendous „shock‟ to switch on his “Chaitanya” (discovery and realization of reality) 

and transformed himself to “RISHI BALMIKI”.  His „touch stone‟ was activated … by his 

family member. 

Can you guess ? which thing I am referring as “TOUCH STONE”? Where it is available ? 

and how does it work as a magic stone ? 
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Yes you are right !! it is “YOUR HEART” !!!. It‟s nowhere, but it is there in the centre of 

your body. A small „GEM‟, precious,  sensitive, sophisticated part of your body gifted by 

god, which controls your body and mind. It is connected, activated, guided and supported 

with our soul and mind and charged with the power of will force, love, affection, honesty, 

sincerity, desires, kindness, forgives,  justice etc. which  reflects in the shape of 

“ATTTUDE”. 

It has magnetic power like powerful magnate and attracts all other things in the universe.  

Every human being and other advance animals have this magic stone and each stone in the 

everybody‟s body attracts each other like the gravitational force in between earth and the sun.  

It has both „positive‟ and „negative‟ force resulting the pulling and pushing respectively, 

which  is termed in the human language as „love‟ & „hate‟.  In our every steps of life, we 

exercise it  and balance it in the “BALANCE SHEET‟ in our accounting pages of life. 

Through this magic stone, we can convert the negative force to positive, which is an art of a 

person in a work place, in a family, club, playground, in society or any other social gathering 

and public places.  we have to put ourselves in the Balance (measuring tool) of GIVE & 

TAKE which must be equal, weighted by the measuring unit of „honesty, sincerity, 

responsibility, accountability, through validation of commitment and justice. 

When you want something, achieve something, owning something, entire path of Destiney  

are pitched  with full of hurdles, obstacles, barriers which will prevent, oppose  you in every 

step in your entire journey.  You can overcome this, through your will force, devotion, 

honesty, sincerity which are guided by this touch stone.  It is said, GOD helps to them, by 

carrying  the load of pilgrimage, who honestly try for the Destiney. 

 Language that everyone on the earth are capable of understanding in their heart, it is love ! 

which comes from the heart, the touch stone! 

Now it is the question, how we can use this  “TOUCH SONE” in our work place ? in our 

family, in our society ? You will never be able to escape from your heart.  Every time , in 

every action, your heart gives you alarm followed by a message ….. Please hear it ! realize it 

! obey it ! and take right decision for an right  action in right time. 

Each things has to be transforming itself into something better.. better.. better and acquire a 

new height of destiny.  When we strive to become better then we are, everything around us 

becomes better too. 
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Touch Stone purifies not only blood, but to all precious metals we have within us like love, 

affection and other qualities of life.  Everything is to be realized, empathised, sensitised with 

the magnetite power of  heart.  Your touch stone having power to convert, transform, any 

worst metal to  diamond.  It purifies all your blood along with flesh, mind, soul and mankind.  

Everybody has heart and some pure metals and some raw metals.  The raw metals require to 

purify through “TOUCH STONE”. It can be termed as a “CHANGE AGENT” ! 

 In CSR, it has great effect for effective and efficient execution of all CSR activities.  It 

has magic power to motivate, integrate, communicate people in effective manner and to 

solve problems, differences, if any  in easy way. We in NTPC-a Maharatna Company, 

best power utilities in the country, have the great effect of this "TOUCH STONE" in 

every employee of the company and it is only the "Secrets of Success" for becoming 

Maharatna and best power producing company in the country. 

My heart always vibrates, purifies, works every bit of moment, without any rest, stoppage,  

started right from birth and will stop in my last breath & departure from  this beautiful  world.  

It never stops in between.  It tell us – “don’t stop, work ! work !! work !!! till your last 

breath !  Remember- time is precious than gold, don’t waste it; once it passed  never 

comes back.  Every second of your life is important.  It is being counted, countdown 

starts from the very first day of life, and  reduced gradually  from your approved span 

of life, tenure of life which can’t be further renewed or extended like your awarding and 

renewal  of contracts”. 
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